BREED HISTORY!

THE FIRST AND ONLY CH/UDTX DALMATIAN

Hopi Kachina Indian Summer

Champion
Utility Dog
Tracking Dog Excellent
Champion Producer
Coach Dog

Above all,
Indi is the cherished companion of
Pat Sayles

DALMATIANS IN OBEDIENCE
by Cathy Murphy

A BREED FIRST is a rare happening, but we have one for 1986! Congratulations to owner/handler Pat Sayles and co-owner and breeder Cathy Nogar on the accomplishments of Ch. Hopi Kachina Indian Summer, now a Ch. UDTX! Summer recently finished the requirements for her UD title, making her the very first champion Dalmatian with a Utility plus Tracking Dog Excellent title! Although there were times Pat found Utility work frustrating, this team stuck with it and accomplished that UD! That's actually six titles on one Dal, and that takes time, work and determination! Congratulations on a job well done!